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Classic Brass   
hand made finish

A brilliant rendition of quality and style

It is genuine brass that sets the tone for the new model in the LS 990 line of switches. This successful 
combination of an outstanding surface finish, clean lines and superior material lends a special touch to 
houses and apartments. The timeless design fits in equally well with classically designed interiors as  
with modern surroundings.

With its bright, subtly polished finish, the new Classic Brass shade makes a decidedly stylish impression. 
This is enhanced further still if switches are combined with equally stylish gold frames from the versatile 
LS modular system. It goes without saying that all the functions in their entirety are available with this  
new product too.



Antique Brass  
hand made finish

Tradition is given a new look

For over 40 years, the exclusive LS 990 design range with its upmarket models in different colours  
and original metals has ranked as a favourite for use in commercial and residential buildings. With  
this latest addition, JUNG now offers a fresh and interesting option for attractive interiors, since the 
switches blend in impeccably with existing surroundings. 

This look is achieved by brushing of the metallic surface – a technique that gives an exceptionally 
elegant result. As usual when using the LS 990 design range, the model in Antique Brass can also be 
combined with models from the extensive range comprising various colours and materials. Switches, 
sockets and dimmers thus have a homogeneous look that fits in exceptionally well with stylish and 
sophisticated interiors. 



Dark Brass
hand made finish

Elegance loves darker shades

A grand entrance is needed to leave an impression. Dark Brass meets this requirement on all levels.  
The interplay between fabulous colour, geometric lines and superior material transforms an LS 990 
switch into a design object of unrivalled elegance. This impression is accentuated by the exceptional 
surface finish that radiates more than just a hint of individuality. 

However it is not just its looks that inspire enthusiasm. The technical aspects also leave nothing to  
be desired. Regardless of whether KNX, remote, Venetian blind or light controls are concerned: with  
LS 990 in Dark Brass, versatile control panels are available for use with modern electrical installation  
that impress both with their diversity of functions and their high-quality finish. 
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